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Stimulated Neutrino Transformation Through Turbulence
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We derive an analytical solution for the flavor evolution of aneutrino through a turbulent density profile
which is found to accurately predict the amplitude and transition wavelength of numerical solutions on a
case-by-case basis. The evolution is seen to strongly depend upon those Fourier modes in the turbulence
which are approximately the same as the splitting between neutrino eigenvalues. Transitions are strongly
enhanced by those Fourier modes in the turbulence which are approximately the same as the splitting
between neutrino eigenvalues. We also find a suppression of transitions due to the long wavelength modes
when the ratio of their amplitude and the wavenumber is of order, or greater than, the first root of the
Bessel functionJ0.

PACS numbers: 14.60.Pq

INTRODUCTION

The propagation of neutrinos and their associated flavor
transformation is a fascinating problem with many appli-
cations. Often neutrinos are propagating through environ-
ments where the background potential is not smooth. Ex-
amples include propagation through the earth, the sun, su-
pernovae, hypernovae, black hole accretion disks, compact
object mergers, and the early universe. Fluctuations can oc-
cur on many scales in these complex environments, and it
is important to understand which density fluctuation scales
will influence neutrino flavor transformation.

There is a long history of research into MSW-type os-
cillations due to the small scale fluctuations in the earth
and sun [1–5], as well as the large, even turbulent fluc-
tuations in supernovae [6–12]. In a supernova environ-
ment, neutrino-neutrino interactions must also be consid-
ered [13–22]. Recently, the effects of density fluctuations
on collective neutrino oscillations have been studied [23–
25]. However, in order to fully understand these effects,
turbulence and the fluctuation scales which are most im-
portant the various types of neutrino oscillations must be
identified.

In many of the previous works on neutrino propagation
through density fluctuations, either the probability distribu-
tion of an ensemble of neutrinos or moments of the distri-
bution [6–9, 26] have been studied. An ensemble consists
of neutrinos traveling through many different realizations
of turbulence. Under certain conditions such an ensemble
will become fully depolarized [27]. In general for N fla-
vors the depolarization limit is where the final distribution
of transition probabilitiesP is proportional to (1− P)N−2

with a mean of 1/N [28].
However, it is not always appropriate to use a completely

depolarized distribution to characterize the survival proba-
bilities of neutrinos. Depending on the typical history of
the neutrinos, it may be better to describe the ensemble
with a different distribution, to consider a subset of a dis-
tribution through the use of correlations, or to consider in-
dividual neutrinos.

Whether considering individual neutrinos, constructing
the probability distribution of an ensemble, or computing
correlations, the relevant physics is the type and strength
of transitions that a neutrino will undergo.

The description of density fluctuations is often a Fourier
decomposition into sinusoids, which will produce arbi-
trarily complicated density distributions depending on the
number of modes used. The simplest case is that of a sin-
gle sinusoidal perturbation super-imposed upon a constant
density fluctuation. Neutrinos traveling through this po-
tential can exhibit transitions between states called para-
metric resonances [29–33]. Parametric resonances are dis-
tinct from MSW-type transformations and occur not only
when the scale of the sinusoidal fluctuation corresponds to
the neutrino mass splitting, but also when it corresponds to
harmonics of the mass splitting [12]. A true understanding
of which conditions will cause parametric type transitions
requires an analytic description of the survival probability
of individual neutrinos going through turbulent profiles. In
this paper we solve this problem.

We consider neutrino flavor propagation through
complicated density profiles, testing examples of up
to fifty sinusoids. We first present a numerical flavor
transformation calculation through such a profile, then
derive an analytic solution for the flavor transformation
probability. Comparing this expression to the numerical
flavor transformation calculations, we demonstrate that
the analytic expression effectively predicts, on a case by
case basis, neutrino flavor transformation probabilities as
a function of distance. This expression also makes clear
the most important density perturbation scales. Not only
are the perturbations with wavelengths that correspond to
the neutrino mass splitting important, there are additional
longer wavelength modes that, if present, can suppress
the parametric resonance transitions. This second scale is
only weakly dependent on the other scales in the problem,
such asδm2 and the energy of the neutrino. In fact, it
depends most strongly on the amplitude of the pertur-
bation. Thus, we show that for any problem involving
neutrino flavor transformation through a medium, it is
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necessary to understand density fluctuations on two length
scales: the scale of the neutrino mass splittingλ f luct,split ∼

20 km
[

((

δm2

3×10−3 eV2

) (

20MeV
E

) (

cos 2θ
0.95

)

− 0.53
(

ρ

1000 g/cm3

))2

+ 0.1
((

δm2

3×10−3 eV2

) (

20MeV
E

) (

sin 2θ
0.3

))2
]−1/2

, and the scale that

corresponds to the amplitude of the density fluctuations

λ f luct,ampl ∼ 800 km
(

0.1
C

)

(

1000 g/cm3

ρ

)

.

A NUMERICAL SOLUTION

The physical quantity we aim to calculate is the proba-
bility that an initial neutrino state|ν(r)〉 atr is later detected
as the state|ν′(r′)〉 at r′. This probability can be computed
from theS -matrix which relates the initial and final neu-
trino states by the equation|ν′(r′)〉 = S (r′, r) |ν(r)〉 [34, 35].
TheS -matrix evolves according to the differential equation

ı
dS

dr
= H S (1)

whereH is the Hamiltonian. In the flavor basisH is given
by H( f ) = U0 K

(m)
0 U

†

0 + V ( f ) whereU0 is the vacuum mix-

ing matrix,K(m)
0 is the diagonal matrix of vacuum eigenval-

ues andV ( f ) some ‘potential’. We shall assume the poten-
tial V possesses a ‘smooth’ component, which we denote
by V̆, and a ‘perturbation’δV. With this assumption we
can regroup the Hamiltonian intoH = H̆+δV. We now en-
force the requirement that the potentialV is ‘MSW’ like in
the sense that the only non-zero entry ofV ( f ) is Vee and that
the component̆Vee is a constant,V0. We now focus upon
the perturbation and consider the case whereδV is built
from a series ofNk sinusoidal fluctuations with wavenum-
bersq j, amplitudesC j and phase shiftsη j. Like V̆, we
restrict ourselves to the case where onlyδVee is non-zero.
In full the perturbation is written as

δVee(r) = V0















Nk
∑

a=1

Ca sin(qar + ηa)















(2)

Turbulence is often represented as a Fourier series of ex-
actly this form with realizations generated by assigning
random values for the amplitudes, wavenumbers and phase
factors according to some algorithm. The phasesηa are
typically uniformly distributed from zero to 2π but the
random amplitudes and wavenumbers are generated us-
ing algorithms that are functions of the power spectrum.
Two commonly considered cases are the white-noise power
spectrum and the case where the power spectrum is an in-
verse power law. In figure (1) we show a realization of
the white-noise case usingNk = 50 where the wavenum-
bers are uniformly distributed between 0.0045 km−1 and
2.2 km−1 and the amplitudes are uniformly distributed be-
tween 0 and 0.02. The probability we report is the transi-
tion probability between the eigenstates ofH̆. The eigen-
basis ofH̆ - which we call the unperturbed matter basis,
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FIG. 1. A turbulent MSW potential. The meanV0 of the potential
is set to be one half the MSW resonance for a 20 MeV neutrino
with mixing angle sin2 2θ = 0.1 and mass splittingδm2 = 3 ×
10−3 eV2. The turbulence is composed ofNk = 50 sinusoids
using the algorithm described in the text.
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FIG. 2. The numerical solution for the transition probability
between the unperturbed neutrino states through the potential
shown in figure (1). The sinusoidal curve marked ‘RWA’ is an
analytical prediction for the evolution.

denoted by superscript ( ˘m) - is related to the flavor basis
by the unitary mixing matrixŬ defined by the requirement
that it diagonalizeH̆( f ) i.e. H̆( f ) = Ŭ K̆(m̆) Ŭ† whereK̆(m̆) is
the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues,k̆1, k̆2, . . ., of H̆. Note
that the unperturbed matter basis is not equivalent to the in-
stantaneous matter basis. The unperturbed matter basis in-
cludes only the ’smooth’ potentialV̆, and not the perturba-
tion δV. The unperturbed matter basis is the most suitable
basis to calculate the transition probability because transi-
tions vanish when the perturbation vanishes.

The numerical solution for the transition probability
for a two-flavor neutrino (we use two-flavors only for
the sake of simplicity) with an energy of 20 MeV, vac-
uum mixing angle of sin2 2θ = 0.1 and mass splitting
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δm2 = 3 × 10−3 eV2, through the turbulence in figure
(1) can be observed in figure (2). The meanV0 of the
potential in figure (1) was set to be one half the MSW
resonance potential for this energy and mixing parameters.
The evolution ofP12 is really quite remarkable: given
the density profile shown in figure (1) one might expect
that either the solution forP12 would drift gradually to
P12 = 0.5 or thatP12 would evolve as chaotically as the
potential. The actual evolution ofP12 does neither of
these things: it is quasi periodic containing a prominent
sinusoidal mode. The curve marked ‘RWA’ in the fig-
ure is a prediction for this component that we now describe.

PREDICTIONS FOR THE WAVELENGTH AND

AMPLITUDE

Our analytical treatment for the effect of multiple sinu-
soidal density fluctuations is a generalization of the treat-
ment presented in Kneller, McLaughlin & Patton [12] for a
single sinusoid. Although it is possible to solve this prob-
lem with arbitrary numbers of neutrino flavors, we shall
restrict ourselves to just two, again, for the sake of clarity.
Our first step is to transform the problem into the unper-
turbed matter basis using the mixing matrixŬ. After this
transformation, the Hamiltonian is written as

H(m̆) = K̆(m̆) − ıŬ†
dŬ

dr
+ Ŭ†δV ( f )Ŭ. (3)

We write theS -matrix for the unperturbed matter basis
as the productS (m̆) = S̆ A whereS̆ is solution of the unper-
turbed problem i.e. the constant density HamiltonianH̆,
defined by the equation

ı
dS̆

dr
=

[

K̆(m̆) − ıŬ†
dŬ

dr

]

S̆ . (4)

Note that we have suppressed the factors of~c that occur
in the S-matrix equation.

For this potential̆S is simplyS̆ = exp
(

−ıK̆(m̆) x
)

because

the eigenvalues of̆H are constant. SincĕS is known we
can solve for the effect of the perturbationδV by finding
the solution forA, given by the differential equation

ı
dA

dr
= S̆ † Ŭ†δV ( f )Ŭ S̆ A. (5)

The Hamiltonian forA possesses both diagonal and off-
diagonal elements but those diagonal elements can be re-
moved by writing the matrixA as A = W B whereW =

exp(−ıΞ) andΞ is a diagonal matrixΞ = diag(ξ1, ξ2), see
[12]. Using equation (5), we find the differential equation
for B is

ı
dB

dr
= W†

[

S̆ †Ŭ†δV ( f )Ŭ S̆ −
dΞ

dr

]

W B, (6)

where the diagonal matrixΞ is chosen in order to remove
the diagonal elements ofS̆ †Ŭ†δV ( f )Ŭ S̆ .

The quantitiesξi using our form forδV are

ξi = V0 |Ŭei|
2















Nk
∑

a=1

Ca

qa

[

cosηa − cos(qar + ηa)
]















. (7)

Using this result, the equation fordB/dx is found to be

ı
dB

dx
= V0















Nk
∑

a=1

Ca sin(qar + ηa)



























0 Ŭ⋆
e1Ŭe2eı(δk̆12r+δξ12)

Ŭ⋆
e2Ŭe1e−ı(δk̆12r+δξ12) 0













B

(8)

whereδk̆12 = k̆1− k̆2 and similarlyδξ12 = ξ1− ξ2. The next
step is to use the Jacobi-Anger expansion for the complex
exponentials exp(ıδξ12)

exp(ıδξ12)=
Nk
∏

a=1

∞
∑

na=−∞

(−ı)na Jna
(za)

× exp
[

ıza cosηa + ı na (qa r + ηa)
]

(9)

whereJn is the Bessel J function and, in order to tidy up
the notation, we have introduced the quantitiesza defined
to be

za =
CaV0

~cqa

(

|Ŭe1|
2 − |Ŭe2|

2
)

. (10)

In Eq. 10 we have added back in the factor of
~c. The Jacobi-Anger expansion is really a Fourier
series expansion, where each term has a coefficient
(−ı)na Jna

(za) exp
[

ıza cosηa

]

. For n = 0, this coefficient is
simply the mean value of the complex exponential.

Using this expansion and the definition we find

ı
dB

dx
=

(

0 h12

h21 0

)

B (11)

where the elementsh12 andh21 are given by

h12 = h⋆21 =
Ŭ⋆

e1Ŭe2

|Ŭe1|
2 − |Ŭe2|

2

Nk
∑

a=1

+∞
∑

na=−∞

na qa κa,na

Nk
∏

b=1,b,a















+∞
∑

nb=−∞

κb,nb
exp

[

ı(δk̆12+ na qa + nb qb)r
]















(12)

with the complex parametersκa,na
defined to be

κa,na
= (−ı)na Jna

(za) exp
[

ı (na ηa + za cosηa)
]

. (13)

Note that part of the definition ofκ is the coefficient from
the Jacobi-Anger expansion. This form for the components
of the Hamiltonian closely matches that found for simi-
lar systems in molecular physics, such as that studied in
Kondo, Blokker, & Meath [36].

To make additional progress we make use of the Rotating
Wave Approximation (RWA) and drop all terms in each
infinite series - thena’s andnb’s - in equation (12) except
the most ‘important’. The most important set of integers
can be found from the criterion used for the case of a single
sinusoidal perturbation. We select the values for thena’s
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which come closest to satisfying the parametric resonance
condition|δk̆12 +

∑

a naqa| ≈ 0. We denote these values by
n⋆a. The RWA removes the sum over eachna andnb and
we can define the quantity

κ =
Ŭ⋆

e1Ŭe2

|Ŭe1|
2 − |Ŭe2|

2

















Nk
∑

a=1

n⋆a qa

















Nk
∏

a=1,

κa,n⋆a
(14)

After making the RWA we can write out the solution forB

after introducing 2p = δk̆12 +
∑

a n⋆aqa andQ2 = p2 + κ2,
see Kneller, McLaughlin & Patton [12].

The RWA allows us to write the differential equation for
B as

ı
dB

dr
= H(B) B, (15)

and define the RWA Hamiltonian as

H(B) =

(

0 κ exp (2ı p r)
κ⋆ exp (−2 ı p r) 0

)

. (16)

Following the procedure outlined in [12], we find the solu-
tion for B is
B =














eıpr
[

cos(Qr) − ı p

Q
sin(Qr)

]

−ıeıpr κ
Q

sin(Qr)

−ıe−ıpr κ⋆

Q
sin(Qr) e−ıpr

[

cos(Qr) + ı p

Q
sin(Qr)

]















.

(17)

Since we assumed the unperturbed potential was a con-
stant, the unperturbed matrix̆S and the matrixW are diag-
onal matrices, so we find that the transition probability be-
tween the unperturbed matter states 1 and 2 is of the form

P12 = |B12|
2 =
κ2

Q2
sin2(Qr). (18)

In practice we found that when the number of sinusoids
Nk is large it is computationally prohibitive to locate
the values of theNk integers which minimize the phase
|δk12 +

∑

a naqa| via a scan. WhenNk is large our strategy
for locating the RWA solution is to use−κ2/Q2, or the
negative of the amplitude, as a ‘potential’ in theNk di-
mensional space of integers and then locate the minimum
of the potential using a simplex. The RWA solution for
the turbulence shown in figure (1) - using the simplex
algorithm to locate the integers - is the second solution
shown in figure (2) marked ‘RWA’. The reader will observe
that it is a good description of both the amplitude and the
wavelength of the dominant sinusoidal component ofP12.

SUPPRESSED TRANSITIONS

The success of the RWA solution shown in figure (2)
indicates the theory describes the overall features of the
numerical solution well. The RWA solution obviously
depends upon those wavenumbers with non-zero contri-
butions to fulfilling the parametric resonance condition
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FIG. 3. Two turbulent neutrino potentials. In the upper panel the
realization is uses an inverse power law spectrum. The lower
panel is the exact same set of amplitudes, wavenumbers and
phases as the upper panel but with the five lowest wavenumbers
removed.
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FIG. 4. The numerical and analytical solutions for the neutrino
evolution through the turbulent potentials shown in figure (3).
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δk̆12 +
∑

a naqa ≈ 0. Definingλ f luct,split ∼ 2π/qa for these
modes, we find the scale given in the introduction. But that
is not the whole story: the quantityκ, which controls the
amplitude and the wavelength of the transitions, actually
depends uponevery wavenumber even if the RWA solution
indicates it does so withn⋆a = 0.

To understand this effect, consider equation (8). We can
break the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian in this equa-
tion into three parts. The coefficient of the exponential,
Ŭ⋆

e1Ŭe2V0

{

∑Nk

a=1 Ca sin(qar + ηa)
}

, or the complex conju-
gate, is an operator which connects the two neutrino states.
The complex exponentialeıδ̆k12r is the unperturbed solution
to the problem and it describes the evolution of the neu-
trinos in the constant density potential. Finally, the com-
plex exponentialeıδξ12 is the distortion to the unperturbed
solution by the diagonal elements ofδV. This distortion
reflects the modification of oscillation frequency of the un-
perturbed system. As we discuss in the following para-
graphs, the modes which cause the parametric resonance
transitions create little change in this frequency, but longer
wavelength modes can create larger changes.

This term can be written as a product of the distortions
from each individual mode:

eıδξ12 =

Nk
∏

a=1

eıδξ12a , (19)

Recall that in deriving the solution 18 we expanded each
eıδξ12a using the Jacobi-Anger expansion 9, and retained
only the relevantn⋆a term. For the modes which don’t
contribute to the parametric resonance, this is then⋆a = 0
term. Through an identity of Bessel functions this term can
be written as

J0 (za) exp
[

ıza cosηa

]

= 〈eıδξ12a〉, (20)

where the average value is defined explicitly as

〈eıδξ12a〉 =
2π
qa

∫ 2π/qa

0
dr eıδξ12a . (21)

Thus for all the modes that don’t contribute to the para-
metric resonance, each distortion can be represented by an
average value and the oscillatory terms in the Jacobi-Anger
expansion in equation (9) can be neglected. As long as the
average value of the distortion,J0(za), for all these modes is
close to unity, then these modes which don’t contribute to
the parametric resonance make only small modifications to
the amplitude and wavelength of the solution 18. But when
the average value of the distortion is large, i.e.|J0(za)| < 1,
then these modes can significantly modify they amplitude
and wavelength of the solution even though the do not con-
tribute to the parametric resonance!

Examining the argument of the Bessel function,za ∼

CaV0/(~cqa), we see that the criteria for determining
whether a mode causes significant distortion is the ratio of
its amplitude to its wavenumber. As long as the fluctuation
amplitudeCaV0/(~c) is much smaller than the wavenum-
ber qa, then〈eıδξ12a〉 ∼ 1, and that mode will cause little

distortion. However, ifza ∼ CaV0/(~cqa) > 1 then the
value of the Bessel function will be small and there will be
considerable distortion,〈eıδξ12a〉 < 1. In addition, if there
is a mode for which the value ofza hits a zero of a Bessel
function then there is maximal distortion〈eıδξ12a〉 ∼ 0. In
these situations, the transitions are extraordinarily strongly
suppressed since the distortion of all the modes appears as
a multiplicative factor.

We can identify the largest wavenumbers which cause
significant distortion by examining the point whereJ0(za)
hits its first zero, the first of which occurs whenza ∼ 2.4.
Using equation (10), we find the wavenumbers of inter-
est by settingza ∼ CaV0/(~cqa) ∼ 2.4. If we define
λ f luct,ampl ∼ 2π/qa for these modes, we find the expression
given in the introduction. From the scaling ofza with qa we
discover it is the long wavelength modes which dominate
this effect, not the small wavelengths.

We show this dependence upon the long wavelength tur-
bulence modes by generating the two turbulence density
profiles shown in figure (3) using an inverse power law
spectrum (see [26, 37, 38] for a description of the algo-
rithm we use for this case) with the rms amplitude of the
turbulence set to 0.05, a spectral index ofα = 5/3, and a
long wavelength cutoff set to∼ 3000 km. SinceV0 is only
half the MSW density, it is would require an extremely un-
likely, 20 − σ, fluctuation to approach the MSW density
with this turbulence amplitude. After generating the turbu-
lence, we slightly increased the wavelength and amplitude
of the longest wavelength mode by hand to givez1 ∼ 2.4.
The only difference between the two profiles is that the
five longest wavelength modes from the top panel have
been removed for the lower. The missing modes possess
wavenumbers many orders of magnitude smaller than the
eigenvalue splittingδk̆12. The RWA solution for these real-
izations are found to ben⋆a = 0 for every mode, including
the five longest wavelengths, except for one mode which
happens to satisfy the parametric resonance condition by
itself. If there were no dependence upon the wavelengths
wheren⋆a = 0 then removing the five longest wavelength
modes should not change the solution. However, when we
actually solve forP12 with and without these five wave-
lengths we do find different solutions as shown in figure
(4). Note that the horizontal scale on the figure is more
than one hundred times larger than the longest wavelength
mode in the turbulence i.e. the cutoff. Without the five
longest wavelengths the amplitude of the transition is unity
and the wavelength of order∼ 3 × 109 cm: with the five
longest wavelengths the amplitude is only∼ 0.1 and the
wavelength stretches to∼ 3× 1010 cm.

Inspection of the values ofza for the five modes indicates
they all lie in the vicinity of the first root ofJ0. The dis-
tortion predicted from these five modes together, obtained
by multiplying the individual distortions given by equation
(20), is∼ 0.02. This is mainly due to the first mode, which
hadz1 ∼ 2.4, although the other four missing modes also
contribute. Even though these five modes all haven⋆a = 0,
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they still have a strong effect on the transition.
The example shown in figure (4) was specifically tailored

to show how dramatic the suppression effect can be. How-
ever, we also found that it occurs in more general exam-
ples. Using a white noise spectrum with wavelengths be-
tween 3 km and 300 km and amplitudes up to 0.025, 20
examples withNk = 20 where a parametric resonance oc-
curred were found. We addedNk = 20 extra modes with
wavelengths between 300 km and 3000 km, then 300 km
to 30000 km, to those original white noise spectra. This
resulted in perturbations withNk = 40 that were known to
have a parametric resonance, but also had the possibility of
exhibiting suppression. In approximately half of the trials,
the amplitudes found in the numeric simulations showed
suppression varying from just a few percent to almost 50%.
From these results, we expect that suppression will occur
for approximately half of turbulent spectra, with the degree
of suppression depending on the values of wavelength and
corresponding amplitudes within the spectrum.

Finally, we note the analogy, with the Stark effect for a
two-level atom. For a two-level atom, transitions are stim-
ulated between the states by a laser if the laser frequency
matches the energy splitting of the system. Placing the
atom in an external electric field causes shifts in the wave
functions and energies of the original (unperturbed) states.
Once this shift occurs, a laser that stimulated transitions
prior to the application of the electric field can no longer
do so. In the neutrino case, the “lasers” are the modes ful-
filling the parametric resonance condition, and the external
electric field corresponds to modes withn⋆a = 0.

CONCLUSIONS

Understanding neutrino propagation through turbulent
media is essential to understanding future measurements
of supernova neutrino spectra. While previous treatments
have focused primarily on the behavior of ensemble aver-
ages, we have instead considered the exact propagation of
single neutrinos. Our analytic results show that density per-
turbations play two roles. We confirm that density pertur-
bations can cause transition between states. Even in very
complicated density profiles the density fluctuations that
occur on wavelengths that match the natural wavelength
of the neutrinos cause the biggest transition. However, we
find that longer wavelength density fluctuations alsosup-

press transitions. They do so by causing the basis state to
significantly fluctuate away from its original state on scales
shorter than the parametric resonance transition.

A clear implication of these results is that in any environ-
ment where neutrinos propagate, it is important to under-
stand the density fluctuations both on the scale of the effec-
tive mass splitting and on the scales where the amplitude
of the fluctuation corresponds to its wavenumber. Together
with the results presented in this paper, this information can
be used to determine the strength and number of transitions

a neutrino will experience as it passes through a turbulent
ensemble. This aids in determining the applicability of the
depolarization limit of an ensemble of neutrinos.

Many environments have non-constant base density pro-
files. To make useful predictions in environments such as
supernovae, extensions beyond the constant base profile
must be considered.
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